Formulation and rheological evaluation of ethosome-loaded carbopol hydrogel for transdermal application.
To select a suitable ethosome-loaded Carbopol hydrogel formulation, specifically tailored for transdermal application that exhibits (i) plastic flow with yield stress of approximately 50-80 Pa at low polymer concentration, (ii) relatively frequency independent elastic (G') and viscous (G″) properties and (iii) thermal stability. Carbopol (C71, C934, C941, C971 or C974) hydrogels were prepared by dispersing Carbopol in distilled water followed neutralization by sodium hydroxide. The effects of Carbopol grade, Carbopol concentration, ethosome addition and temperature on flow (yield stress and viscosity) and viscoelastic (G' and G″) properties of Carbopol hydrogel were evaluated. Based on the aforementioned rheological properties evaluated, suitable ethosome-loaded Carbopol hydrogel was selected. In-vitro permeation studies of diclofenac using rat skin were further conducted on ethosome-loaded Carbopol hydrogel along with diclofenac-loaded ethosomal formulation as control. Based on preliminary screening, C934, C971 and C974 grades were selected and further evaluated for flow and viscoelastic properties. It was observed that ethosome-loaded C974 hydrogel at concentration of 0.50 and 0.75% w/w, respectively, demonstrated acceptable plastic flow with distinct yield stress and a frequency independent G' and G″. Furthermore, the flow and viscoelastic properties were maintained at the 4, 25 and 32 °C. The results from in vitro skin permeation studies indicate that ethosome-loaded C974 hydrogel at 0.5% w/w polymer concentration exhibited similar skin permeation as that of ethosomal formulation. The results indicate that suitable rheological properties of C974 could facilitate in achieving desired skin permeation of diclofenac while acting as an efficient carrier system for ethosomal vesicles.